
Knows no limits. 
RENOLIT EXOFOL FX.  

The ultimate 
exterior � lm.



RENOLIT EXOFOL FX.  
Time � ies but quality lasts.

With RENOLIT EXOFOL FX, exterior � lm no longer knows any limits. 
This premium product gives building components an unprecedented 
longevity, whether in New York, Sydney, Hanoi, Shanghai or 
New Delhi.

RENOLIT EXOFOL FX is extremely weather, chemical and UV resistant. 
Its high performance composition keeps the gloss level virtually 
unchanged over the entire service life.

Its low surface tension makes the � lm dirt-repellent and easy to 
clean, even gra�  ti is easy to remove. The easy to clean surface of 
RENOLIT EXOFOL FX opens new applications opportunities.



Worldwide 
application

Extremely 
 weather 
 resistant

Easy to clean 
including 
anti-gra�  ti

Chemical 
resistant

Clear advantages in all areas.

RENOLIT EXOFOL FX protects and enhances PVC and
metal pro� les and panel surfaces for exterior applications:

  Windows
  Folding shutters  
  Fences

  Doors
  Garage doors
  Panels

With RENOLIT EXOFOL FX, building components have an extended 
lifespan – helping support long term sustainability. Enhanced 
 product composition enables intricate woodgrain designs and bold 
solid colours. A worldwide warranty of up to twenty years ensures 
exceptional peace of mind.
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Diagram showing the structure of the exterior � lm 
RENOLIT EXOFOL FX

Protection and beauty for every climate.

RENOLIT EXOFOL FX brings new colour variety to construction 
 components. Even in the most UV intensive climates, � lms 
virtually maintain their colour quality throughout the product life 
due to its multi-layered structure. The top layer consists of a 
polyvinylidene � uoride (PVDF) � lm, the middle layer of transparent 
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and the base � lm PMMA coloured 
with  infrared-re� ecting pigments. Thanks to its Solar Shield 
Technology (SST), RENOLIT EXOFOL FX also protects window pro� les 
from strong solar radiation. 

Weather exposure tests in accordance with RAL-GZ 716 and 
DIN EN 513 demonstrate that RENOLIT EXOFOL FX by far exceeds 
the requirements of the RAL quality standards. 

That is why we can o� er a worldwide warranty of up to 
twenty years for this product.  

Printing ink



Long lasting warranty. 

Looks good, stays good.

Trouble free processing.

RENOLIT EXOFOL FX has a reverse side primer coating. Its  particularly 
even distribution enables easy lamination and  exceptional bond 
strength. The � lm can be processed with the most common 
PUR- hotmelt adhesive and lamination systems currently available 
on the market.

RENOLIT o� ers a comprehensive range of solid colours and 
 woodgrains to give individual design possibilities. 

We also o� er application consulting and custom order related 
 slitting.

Country group 1 2 3 4 5 6

RENOLIT EXOFOL FX 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

*up to (in years)

Warranty period*
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RENOLIT SE
Market Unit Exterior Solutions
Horchheimer Str. 50
67547 Worms | Germany
Phone: +49.6241.303.1040
Fax: +49.6241.303.18.1139

RENOLIT Cramlington Limited
Station Road
Northumberland, NE23 8AQ
Cramlington | United Kingdom
Phone: +44.1670.718222
Fax: +44.1670.590096 

exteriorsolutions@renolit.com
www.renolit.com/exteriorsolutions


